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Take a trip around the globe with this seek and find travel guide.
Scenes from fifteen global cities including Marrakesh, Morocco;
Tokyo, Japan; Sydney, Australia; Cairo, Egypt; and Toronto,
Canada provide factual information about the location and
events depicted along with depictions of eight hidden items to
look for. You can find the puma statue, Inca priest, and bowl of
chicha hidden in the sun god festival scene of Cusco, Peru. Or
you can find the gingerbread man, samovar, and hand muff in
the Christmas market at Moscow, Russia. An additional section
at the back of the book entitled “More Things to Spot” provides
illustrations of flags, landmarks, food, clothing, souvenirs, and
animals that can also be found throughout the book.
Highly detailed, intensely colored two-page illustrations give
Seek and Find Cities eye-catching appeal. This book is suitable
to a wide range of readers. Finding the hidden pictures is fun for
younger readers, and more advanced readers will be intrigued
by the snippets of information sprinkled throughout the scenes.
The factual explanations are long enough to provide context for
the illustration without distracting from the pictures themselves.
Finding the hidden pictures is challenging, since items are small
and the illustrations are quite busy. However, the visual answer
key located at the back of the book does help, and once readers
realize what they are looking for, other items become easier to
find. The book’s structure means that it can be opened to any
page and be enjoyed regardless of the amount of time the reader
chooses to spend on it.
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